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“OUR MED lCAL SYSTEM WAS CREATED BY WHITE
M A L E SL AVE OWNERS.” --DR.JOYCELYN ELDERS
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“You will drown in the workers’ blood!”

“Can you believe what they said now?”
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Commentary
Cab Service

The China Trade

Red &White Taxi, acompany which provides dispatch service
to privately owned taxicabs in Boston, is currently being investigated by Mayor Menino’s office for business practices deemed
“discriminatory” and “racist.” The dispatch service which receives
calls for customers wanting taxis has set up two separate phone
lines for different areas of Boston to deal with disparate demand at
certain times of day. Union officials, currently in a labor dispute
with Red & White, claim that theline whichRoxbury, Mission Hill,
and Dorchester residents are asked to call goes unanswered and
unserviced; calls from predominantly white or affluent neighborhoods, the labor leaders maintain, receive prompt responses.
The Mayor’s investigation was launched in response to apiece
of investigativejournalism that appeared inThe Boston Globe last
month. Globe reporters devised tests in which they called Red &
White on both lines at the same time askingfor a taxi, then measured
how long it took for a cab to arrive; service was often slower to calls
coming in on the Roxbury line. The Globe expended much of its
efforts-on trying to find
and expose practices
which it thought were racist. Only at the end of the
long article were readers
informed of a cause other
than corporate racism that
might be leading to the
practice- the number of
taxicab licenses issued in
Boston has not changed
significantly since before
World War 11.
The limitation on the
number of taxis allowed to
operate in Boston creates
a shortage of supply; as a
consequence, drivers are
unable to meet all demand in the same way. Because they know that
answering a call to Roxbury will mean a fare from The Ritz Carlton
to Logan Airport might go to someoneelse, drivers are understandably inclined to shy away from the poor neighborhoods. It is also a
simple fact of life that driving a taxicab in a high crime area puts
both the driver and his income at risk.
Leveling a charge of racism against Red & White’s dispatch
service is unfair because it does not serve taxi passengers, but
drivers looking for fares. If taxicab drivers do not want to make trips
to predominantly black, crime infested neighborhoods, then it is
pointless to berate Red & White, which is only trying to provide its
customers with the service that they demand.Racism becomes even
less plausible when one considers the fact that approximately half
of all Boston taxi drivers are black. Red &White’s operating two
phone lines is not racist, it just makes good business sense. If the
mayor wants better service provided to poor areas, then he can lift
the ceiling on taxi licenses, allowing a free interaction of the forces
of supply and demand.

An eleventh hour agreement reached by Chinese and US trade
representatives narrowly averted a punitive trade war between the
two economic powers. Had the Chinese not acquiesced to the
American demands, the Clinton Administration would have imposed a 100% tariff on over a billion dollars worth of Chinese
imports. Naturally, the Chinese were preparing to reciprocate,
squashing American sales and commerce in that country, effectively cutting off trade.
As a rule, trade wars are detrimental to business and consumers
in all countries involved, as is any governmental meddling in the
interplay between supply and demand. However, there are some
instances in which the internal practices of some governments
make trade with that nation unprofitable and dangerous to national
economic health. In this case, the Chinese had been refusing to
enforce piracy laws which prevent the theft of intellectual property
and protect copyrights. No matter how eager to do business the
Chinese are, if they are unwilling to recognize the rights of individuals to private prop- erty, they are playing the
wrong game.
Before the Chinese
agreed to clamp down on
intellectual pirates, companies- often pseudogovernment enterpriseshad been infringing upon
trademarks and violating
patent protection on
American products in order to sell them at submarket prices. A US government study estimated
that the practice was costing American companies
$1 billion per year.
The conditions of the trade pact assure Americans that the
Chinese government will not only strengthen its own intellectual
property laws, but begin a long needed police crackdown on the
many factories making these illegal goods. The threat of trade war
was both necessary and beneficial, as the Chinese government
finally promised to prevent the outright theft of American property.
As good as the pact is, though, it remains to be seen whether the
Chinese government will keep its promises.

*

*
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Drowning in Lies
One of the United States Senate’s most prominent liars has
finally come clean. After 33 years of public service, Senator
Edward Kennedy revealed that he has been wasting taxpayer
dollars on government programs that he knew did not work.
Kennedy admitted that the federal government’s 126job training
programs overseen by 26 separate agencies are ineffective at
training people to enter the workplace and ultimately a misuse of

taxpayer’s money. However, Kennedy did not express a willingness to stop funding the wasteful programs. In a speech to the
National Associationof Private Industry Councils, he declared that
“Anything that was going through Congress, we [Democratsspecifically those on the Senate Labor and Human Resources
Committee] would try to tack on another job training program.”
Despite the ineffectiveness of these programs, Kennedy continually supportedtheir creation and frequently attached provisions
for their funding to unrelated legislation. His willingness to spend
money simply for the sake of spending money is evidence of his
irresponsibility as a representative of his constituents and proof of
the Senator’s desire to play cheap politics with serious legislation
regardless of its impact on society. Enhancinghis personal political
image as one who can “bring home the bacon” to Massachusetts
superseded his obligation to perform in a manner beneficial to the
republic.

“Barney Fag,” the media lambasted him and demanded that he
apologize. Since the comments are so similar, excepting only the
ideology of the speaker, the disparate media coverage is evidence
that objectivity is lacking.

Red Smoke
In a move strikingly similar to those of anti-smoking crusader
Rep. Henry Waxman (D-CA), Russian President Boris Yeltsin
issued a decree banning alcohol and tobacco companies from
advertising their products in all forms of media, including radio,
television, and published ads.
The ban is an alarming shift to the left by Yeltsin, who had,
until now, said that all producers of legal goods should be allowed
to freely advertise and sell their products to consumers. Russian
retailers are upset with the move, as early estimates predict $500

Black Comments

In “a slip of the tongue”
at a Nashville, Tennessee
church, Surgeon General
nominee Dr. Henry Foster referred to opponents of his confmationas “whiteright-wing
extremists.” Conservatives,
outraged over the implication,
condemnedDr. Foster and his
comments. A White House
reeling from other troubles
with the obstetrician/
gynecologist’s nomination
sent out a damage control
party, and press secretary
Mike McCurry proclaimed
that “it’s pretty clear he
misspoke;” the word “white”
Once upon a time Boris Yeltsin was a reformer, but not any longer.
was not in Foster’s prepared
speech.
It is possible that Foster did misspeak, since whites, right- million to $1 billion dollars in western investments could be lost
wingers, and extremists are currently being associated with one over the course of the next five years. Everyday citizens will lose
another in the liberal press. But if Foster truly believes this state- too, as they will be forced to make uninformed choices about which
ment, it is something far greater than political rhetoric. The allega- products to purchase. Bruce A. McDonald, the general director of
tion implies that no blacks are opposed to his nomination- a racist advertising at BBDO WorldMarketingof Moscow,put it best when
assumption. Individuals in the black community need not support he said, “The biggest loser is the consumer, because this is censorhim because he, too, is black. Rather, they should be and are free to ship.”
Unfortunately, the decision to ban such advertisements is
create and follow ideas of their own. If, as the comment suggests,
only whites oppose him, the battle over his confirmation is reduced much more in line with communist marketing policy than it is of a
to issues of race rather than ideas- making victory considerably free market. Indeed, Mr. Yeltsin has taken it upon himself to decide
for the entire Russian population what is best for the individual.
easier.
Government
must refrain from making decisions concerning what
Foster’s ill-prepared comment and the coverage of it demonthe
consumer
can buy or sell in relation to legitimate businesses.
strates a clear bias by members of the press.The Boston Globe gave
Americans
could
learn a lesson from government attacks on toFoster’s statement a ten line blurb buried deep in the National
section of the newspaper. A similar verbal misstep by conservative bacco and alcohol, and beware of those who seek to make decisions
House Majority Leader Dick Armey was front page news. When he for the individual.
referred to Barney Frank, an openly homosexual congressman, as
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Fortnight in Review
Comedy is allied to Justice.
-Adstop hanes

eP How cute. Senator Teddy and wife Vickie will be celebrat-

ing their birthdays,(63 and 41 respectively) by blowing out
candles together. Teddy’s always been good at knocking a
babe’s lights out.

Jos6 Ramos Neunez, a disgruntled dairy worker, was so
upset about his farm’s milking techniques that he shot its owner
and then committed suicide. Milk didn’t do this body any good ...

l[p Assuring

well-wishers that he has recovered from his
problems with a bleeding ulcer, Warren Christopher told reporters “I’m alive and well.” That from the man who makes Deng
Xiaoping look like the life of the party.
Officials at New York Governor George Pataki’s Manhattan office evacuated three floors last week after receiving a
“suspicious” package. The package was found to be full of
school supplies. The
condoms, needles, and
semi-automatic weapons
were returned back to the
playground where they
belong.
WANTED: T w o
graduation speakers that
could possibly suck even
more than the ones we
have now. Send suggestions to Bobbie Knable,
Dean of Students, Tufts
University.
We’re glad to see that Bill’s not only clean, he’s Zestfully
clean.

Y

Cigar Aficionado sponsored a stogie-puffing rally in front
of the White House last week. The majority of hot air in the area,
however, came from the Oval Office.
Gary Benson of Las Vegas has been arrested for stalking
Jerry Lewis for the past five years. After a half-decade, authorities were disappointed that Benson had taken no aggressive
action.
Tokyo has been ranked the world’s most expensive party
town. One raging night in the land of the Rising Sun will cost
revelers a whopping $150.33 for a bottle of wine, vodka, and
scotch, as well as a six-pack of beer, a carton of cigarettes, and
Aspirin and Alka-Seltzer for the morning after. By comparison,
the same amount of debauchery in New York only runs about
$79.61- or 250 food stamps.
WBrandeis University will be awarding an honorary degree to
Barbra Streisand this May. We’d hardly consider a Brandeis
degree an honor.
A big round of applause to ABC for can.
celing its abominable
“Full House” series.
Network honchos have
discovered that cute
kids just don’t sell as
well as NYPD Butts.
The Leominster
city council is considering banning the sale
of albums with explicit
lyrics to minors after a
12-year-oldgirl purchased Butt Trumpet’s debut album, “Primitive Enema.” They didn’t want her to have an edge on her school
health class.
Three Maryland geezers have been arrested for selling
heroin out of their senior citizen apartments. They will be
sentenced to five years or life-- same thing.

Laurie Stober, a Cincinnati Zoo worker whose arm was
bitten off by a polar bear has given up her $3.4 million worker’s
comp lawsuit in favor of an out-of-court settlement. Stober must
have been unable to read the “do not feed the animals” sign.
Damn public education.

(Ep Maybe they’ll share a cell with Joycelyn Elders’ son.

A zany thirteen-year-old prankster in Jacksonville, Florida
has been arrested for calling up patients from a local hospital and
informing them that they are HIV+. If the patients were gullible
enough to believe a thirteen-year-old is adoctor, HIV is the least
of their problems.

Mr. and Mrs. A.B. Pratt thought they found their dream
home at the intersection of Roads 10 and 22 in Pea Ridge,
Alabama. The only hitch: three cars have plowed into the house
since 1991. Moving into Teddy K’s neighborhood wasn’t such
a good idea after all.
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W F o r m e r football great Lawrence Taylor will enter the world
of pro-wrestling next month by fighting Barn Bam Bigelow at
WrestlemaniaXI inHartford. LTwill befightingunderthename
“Lawrence the Giant,” crackhead.

(Q Sixties

residual, Representative Sonny Bono (R-CA), is
considering challenging Barbara Boxer for her Senate seat in
’96. This fight should promise to be at least as exciting as LT’s
bout with Barn Barn.
Last week Tampa University Community Hospital inadvertently amputated a fifty-year-old patient’s left foot, when
they should have been slicing off his right. No Hokey Pokey for
this guy.

w

Junior Carter Loar of Sterling High in Virginia has been
suspended and subjected to a substance abuse program for
violating the school’s alcohol policy. Crazy Carter had brought
mouthwash to school, hoping his fresh breath would catch him
some chickies. Good things Plax isn’t distributing free cases on
campus.

19The jury in a mock trial

conducted by law students in
California has found Elvis
Presley to be alive. The jurors
were hung, however, on how
he ever got elected president.

w

Simple numerology
makes the wholeOJcase plain
as day. Nicole and Ron were
killed on June 12, 1994. (6)+
(1+2)+ (1 +9+9+4) = 32, OJ’s
number when playing for the
Buffalo Bills, and the number
of times the Bills have been
slaughteredin the Super Bowl.

should be happy, at least they weren’t saddled with Doris Kearns
Goodwin and her no-name husband.
New Hampshire’s greatest menace to society, 7 1-year-old
Herbert Ramsey, has been sentenced to perform 30 hours of
community service for feeding birds on public property. His
duties include feeding birds on public property.
A San Francisco abortion clinic was set ablaze last week
when someone pushed atire filled with flammable liquid through
a window and ignited it. We were unaware that Winnie Mandela
and Jean Bertrand-Aristide had joined the militant anti-abortion
movement.
An abortion clinic in San Francisco is like a “Big and Tall”
$hop in Liliput.
New York Senator Alfonse D’Amato reports that he is in
love with and intends to marry millionaire gossip queen Claudia
Cohen. “I feel like the frog who is kissed by the princess,”
gloated Al. Only problem is Claudia will now get ... warts.
When a peer discovered that Florida State law
student Joann Plachy
stole a copy of an upcoming exam, Plachy did the
only sensible thing, and
arranged for the potential
tattler to be killed. She
sent her on a trip into the
town’s tourist district.

w

A West Virginia
judge has ruled that private corporations may not
Prince Charming or AI D’Amato? You be the judge.
distribute Bibles, free of
charge, at state public
schools. After all, if students are filling their backpacks with
Curiously, Mary Jo Kopechne died on July 25, 1969 at values they won’t have room for free condoms.
Chappaquiddick. That night, Teddy had seven beers, 25 shots,
one floozy, nine bong hits, and was searching for 69 when (QThe Hawaiian legislature is currently divided over a heated
conservative liars drove his Buick off a bridge.
debate in naming the state fish. Contenders include the challenger, o’opu and the current king Poisson, the
If you looked like Joycelyn Elders, you’d think masturba- humuhumunukunukuapua’a. New that’s productive government.
tion was pretty important too.
Students at Plymouth State University in New Hampshire
are protesting their school’s choice of Republican presidential
candidate Lamar Alexander as commencement speaker. They

(Q As of March 9, Detroit police officers will be prohibited
from carrying flashlights with C or D cell batteries, as it is
alleged that the heavy luminating devices can inflict serious
injuries when used as batons. Time for heavier guns, boys.
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Academic Malpractice
Colin Kingsbury
objective observer could view that state- ment as an example of a nonviolent social
Political bias in undergraduate studies is ment, no matter what the context, and detect movement that could be seen as right-wing.
not a new phenomenon. Professors have for an unquestionable bias. Most students, after When asked why the movement did not get
years brought their personal views with reading the piece, will gain the impression equal time in the curriculum, Bryan rethem into the classroom, lending their own that environmental racism is a very real sponded that there was not enough time to
cover every movement in the political specpolitical biases to the subjects they discuss. phenomenon.
trum. Although all courses have
In no case, however, has this bias quite
time constraints, Bryan could have
approached the level1of that -which 1
occurs in the Peace and Justice Studies
The Peace and Justice Studies chosen to teach one right wing and
one left wing movement, rather than
(PJS) program. Close examination
despite
to
two
left-wing movements. Considshows that the program as’a whole,
and PJS 001, the introductory course,
objectively study Social I’IlOVelllentS, ering this option, it will be hard to
justify any claims that PJS 001 is
in particular, presents students with a
presents but a single viewpoint.
not politically biased.
decidedly left-wing point of view.
1
There seems to exist ample opAccording- to -program
literature,
According to Dale Bryan, PJS program portunity for the course to inadvertently
for PJS 001, “Introduction to Peace and
Justice Studies: The Pursuit of Peace,” the coordinator, the course does not have a indoctrinate students in left-wing ideology.
course “provides a review of the main con- partisan agenda: “The path that I’mtaking is When asked what he thought of such a
cepts in the field by exploring current, re- to have students study what is actually hap- possibility, Bryan expressed his feeling that
cent, and past nonviolent social movement pening in the environmental justice move- I “was giving way too much credit to any
efforts to achieve a just global peace.” The ment, not that they should subscribe to the one course to do indoctrination.” He later
description goes on to say that “Particular environmental justice movement, not that said that the class would only be “one out of
attention will be paid to environmentaljus- th I should participate in the environmen- thirty-four classes over four years.” This
apology after the fact is all but an outright
tice movement, [and the] feminist peace
admissionof bias. If the class had no bias, it
movement ....” The literature makes it imwould not matter what percentage of their
mediately obvious that the course focuses
overall classload that class was.
primarily on left-wing movements.
Peace and Justice Studies, whatever
The course concentrates on the nature
merits
it may have, is a course of study that
and practice of social movements, without
promotes the views of the radical left. For
questioning the legitimacy of those movethose who wish to continue their study bements. As a result the course sanctions the
yond PJS 001, they will be able to select
radical politics that those movements subfrom 28 courses this spring which include
scribe to. The syllabus for PJS 001 contains
such gems of objectivity as “Contemporary
a section on theenvironmentaljustice moveFeminist Social Thought,”“Social Inequaliment which discusses “the disproportionate
ties,” and “Politics of Race and Class in the
impact of environmental problems on people
Environment.”
It is inconceivable that any
of color, women, and ‘less developed councourse
of
study
which
includes such courses
tries.”’ The syllabus exposes the political
would not result in influencing students to
biases of the course by issuing such a stateadopt a leftist manner of thinking.
ments as fact, not as an assertion of the
Breaking the mold:
The Peace and Justice Studies Departmovement.
PJS studies the classics
ment, despite claiming to objectively study
One of the course’s required readings
includes a selection from a book titled tal justice movement ....” The course mate- social movements, presents but a single
Anatomy of Environmental Racism The rial, however, cannot be viewed as anything viewpoint. The abundance of politicallyloaded course topics and readings associbook’s author, Robert Bullard, writes, “The but persuasive.
ated with PJS reveal the partisan nature of
Indeed,
Bryan
admits
that
the
feminist
quest for environmental justice thus exthe program. Unfortunately, students who
peace
andenvironmental
justice
movements
tends thequest for basiccivil rights. Actions
taken by grassroots activists to reduce envi- are left-wing. He does offer, however, that enroll in Peace and Justice Studies courses,
ronmental inequities are consistent with the not all movements seeking greater peace receive little more than a lesson in left-wing
struggle to end the other forms of social and justice in the world are left-wing. Bryan politics.
injustice found throughout our society- in cited the “wise use” (environmental moveMr. Kingsbury is a freshman mqjonng in
housing, education, employment, health ment advocating careful use of resources
International Relations.
rather
than
prohibition
of
their
use)
movecare, criminal justice, and politics.” Any

II ’
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Choosingyour major is a difficult and importantpart of your academic career. Your choice will depend on many factors,
including interests, abilities, and your desire to have a life. While worth considering, your career hopes are not really
important, since you’ll never get a job anyway- this is Tufts, right?
To help you make this critical decision, the administrationhas put together a quick and easy guide to choosing
a major. Naturally, we at Tufts’ Voice of Reason got a hold of an advance copy of “The Ten Easy Steps” and bring you
the revised and updated SOURCE
version. Simply follow the directions, and you are assured of a perfect fit. Should you
find yourself at an impasse, not to worry: just hike down to the counseling center on Winthrop Street and seek out the
help of any one of the many friendly and expensive advisors. So, without further ado, we bring you:

1. Before applying to Tufts, potential Jumbos had to

choose between Liberal Arts and Engineering. But, in its
Gumby-like flexibilty, Tufts is always willing to break the
rules of traditional academics. So the first thing you
have to do is choose-- for the last time --exactly which
College you want to attend. If you enjoy wearing plaid
and watching “Nova,” consider the College of Engineering. On the other hand, if you abhor real work,
and like to write endless papers on topics nobody
cares about, Liberal Arts is the place for you.

2. If you’re stupid enough to choose Engineering or a
Natural Science, just go to your room, do problem sets
for a few weeks, and when you get tired of it, join the
rest of us who study nothing all day long.

four more years of school after graduating? You might
be a candidate for Pre-Med. And cancel your subscription to Playboy, Gross Anatomy will keep you
happy for quite a while.

6. Would you like to study enough economics and

foreign language to major in each, but not get a
degree in them? Like listening to dull leftist professors
discuss the nitty gritty of Diplomatic History? The
International Relations Program has just what you are
looking for.

7. Are you being oppressed? Do you feel trapped by
our society’s patriarchal structure? Are you a victim?
See your Womyns’ Studies professor for more.

3. Do you enjoy hanging out with your TA‘s? Know
who Themistopoles was? Give a damn who
Themistopoles was? The Classics Department would
like to know your name.

8. Do you like paying fifty bucks for a reader you’ll
never use? Do you have any news on the Judiciary?
Give a damn about presidential trivia? G o see Brad
over at Poli Sci, he’ll set you up.

4. If you are depressed and see no future for yourself,

9. Are you interested in a major which requires no real
work, but just your own B.S.? Are you on scholarship?

look into Religion. Misery enjoys company, so hang out
with H. Hunter and just wait for Loopy Liz to drop the
budget axe on your major. You might find God, but you
had better do it fast.

You better be, because your parents won’t pay for
your English major.

10. Aspire to a career in university administration?
5. Like staying up all night working? Think you can hack Music, baby, Music.
Bio 13 and Orgo? Looking forward to the prospect of
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In celebration of Majors Week. the officeof the Dean of the Colleges would like to
test your knowledge of the various academic disciplines we offer at Tufts. We encourage you to take the quiz by matching the departments in Column A to their

central themes listed in Column €3. The first student to submit a completed quiz
without making a mistake (we’ll be subjective) wins an all-expenses-paidtour of the
Armenian Tapestry Gallery in the Aidekman Arts Center. Good Luck.

Column A

1. Biology
2. Music

3. Engineering

4.Classics

5. Anthropology
6. Math

4

7. Political Science
8. Religion

9. History
10. American Studies
11. English
12. Economics
I ( Z 1 Y ( I I [(Or ! f 6 Y(8 %(L
I10 a (5; f’ tc. 3 (E u (2 f I :*da*suv

=
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Column R
a. Everybody deserves to be a doctorespecially if ....
b. Sounds good to me.
c. Those other guys can party, but a t least
we can get jobs.
d. There is more than one History of
Rome- what about the peasants and the
lesbians?
e. Someone in this room has AIDS and
doesn’t know it.
f. Newton didn’t invent Calculus, Susan R.
Anthony did.
b
u. Plato is just like Rill Cosby, and Thus
Spoke Zarathustra is just like Pulp Fiction.
h. Jesus had two mommies.
i. George Washington was a homosexual
buddhist priest.
j. Rigoberta Menchu broke the prevailing
pedagogy and is a hero for all Americans
to worship.
k. Shakespeare could learn a lot from
Jackie Collins.
1. Ronald Reagan was responsible for the
Great Depression.

The PC Trinity: Dong, Knable, and Elders
Chris Weinkopf

“Do you believe,” I had hoped to ask
former Surgeon General Joycelyn Elders,

Duplicitous Dong
Why were Dong’s answers so evasive?
Like Dr. Elders, Sherry Dong is none Probably because she sensed impending
too eager to provide adequate answers to controversy over her selection of two Asian
“that character should be an important crite- many questions. When I asked Dong if she groups as the charitable beneficiaries of
knew how much her organization paid the Elders’ address. A critical “Editor’s View”
rion in the selection of public officials?”
Although she refused to hear, let alone former Surgeon General to speak, she re- by David Meyers in last Monday’s Daily
respond to my question, she unwittingly plied, “I do, but I think that’s confidential.” questioned the propriety of giving proceeds
from the Elders lecture to Asian charities
answered it nevertheless. Durwhen the event was touted as a celebration
ing her recent visit to the Hill,
Dr. Elders defended Doliticians Dr. Elders’contempt for intellectual
of women’s and black history months. But
of dubious moralit; (but undiscourse and disregard for the1 Dong’s improprieties exceed her erroneous
of politically correct causes; she also
questionable liberalism) and
moral accountability of political choice
violated TCU budget regulations.
demonstrated an unabashed
leaders were obvious.
“In order to donate to a charity,” says
hostility towards anyone who
TCU
Treasurer Matt Stein, “an event must
disagreed with her. My ques- I
r
tion required no answer; Dr. Elders’ con- I pressed on; is it standard Lecture Series pay for itself or the Senate must approve of
tempt for intellectual discourse and disre- policy not to disclose honoraria? “I don’t the transaction.” In light of the $8,100honogard for the moral accountability of politi- know if it’s some policy ornot,”quipped the rarium and the maximum of $1,650 revchair, “but I don’t think it’s necessary infor- enues, the Elders speecn was clearly not
cal leaders were obvious.
Before refusing to listen to my ques- mation....’’ Because she could not provide self-sufficient. Nor did Dong receive the
tion, Elders interrupted my backgroundcom- any reason other than personal misgivings necessary Senate consent. “The program
ments no less than nine times in two and a for keeping the honorarium secret, I pro- was not approved by the Treasury,” reports
half minutes. Ironically, The Observer had posed one myself perhaps Elders had stipu- Stein, who “hadn’t even heard” of Dong’s
previously championed Elders’ address as lated secrecy in her contract? “Yes,” replied dubious fundraising until he “learned about
indicative of the administration’s commit- Dong, seizing the bait hungrily, “I’m not it in the paper.”
Dong was as reticent
ment to providing “the diverse perspectives allowed to disclose
._
- ;k
-----YL
about explaining her
and ideas” that “add to our open and still it, by contract.”
‘1choice of charities as she
But Director of
expanding minds.”The Observer‘s exuberCuNTRoVERS’A 1 was about disclosing Dr.
ance,however, proved woefully unfounded. Student Activities
Elders’ honorarium. “I
The hostile environment created by Dr. El- Bill Stackmanhadno
SPEAKERS
sDoke to different Deoole.
ders’ arrogance made meaningful dialogue qualms about ‘con- I
we chose the chariimpossible, but such was seemingly the tractual obligations,’ !1 POLICY
“$8,100,”
he
inintent of Tufts Lecture Series and the uniI
ties,” she claimed.
,
Likewise, she told
formed me, without
versity administration.
David Meyers, “I
Dr. Elders’ speech was dishonestly and hesitation. Because
discovered
the
possibly illegally managed by Lecture Se- the spectators filled
speaker and then disries chair Sherry Dong, who used the op- Cabot Auditorium,
cussed it with the othportunity to funnel money to her hand- Dong estimates that
ers, and we agreed.” Yet
picked favorite charities. The address was 330 people were in
she refuses to tell anynot classified under the Dean of Students’ attendance. The adone,
including Meyers
“Controversial Speakers Policy,” despite dress carried a five
andmyself,
whothe“othdollar
cover
charge,
meeting all of the stated criteria and the
ers”
are.
When
I asked
which
means
that
frequent placement of conservative presenher to name the rest of
Series
tations in the same category. By holding Lecture
Lecture Series she became
conservative speeches to a more stringent should have grossed
$1,650. I
j _/*
angry. “I’m sick of people
standardthan their liberal counterparts, Dean around
asking me that,” complained
Knable and her underlings are guilty of Dong, however, .-*
allowing politics to interfere with their pro- could not verify this figure. “I’m not sure of Dong, “If you want to know, you can join.”
fessional responsibilities. Through its poor the total yet,” she said, three days after the I explained that my query was for the purplanding and delivery, not to mention its event, “I’m still trying to cover the over- pose of soliciting interviews, not selecting
intellectual bankruptcy, Dr. Elder’s speech head,”-- a TUPD security detail, “set-up” future speakers, and Dong took the liberty
was an egregious waste of university time of the Cabot Auditorium, and the use of a
Continued on next page.
podium and microphone.
and money.
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Danielle Eagleton, Lecture Series’ administrative supervisor,
nor former chair Ken Archer
can name a single member other
than Dong.
Exasperated, I explained
to Miss Dong that if her col-

The Dean of Students Office

-

to treat
as
controversial, due to its own
political biases.

by this individualhave been accompanied
by demonstrations, strong andor vocal disagreement with the speaker’s views by the
audience, or protests by community members....’’ Dr. Elders’ confirmation hearings
alone should have made her subject to the
restrictions. But the Dean of Students Office failed to treat Elders as controversial,
due to its own political biases.

Furthermore, student organizations cannot
bring more than one controversial speaker a
semester. Because any lecturer THEPRIMARY SOURCE,
for example, might sponsor
would be deemed controversial, Tufts can
have amaximumof oneconservativespeech
a semester. By comparison, Lecture Series,
or any of the myriad of liberal campus
organizations, is unlimited in the number of
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Outspoken liberals like Dr. Elders are exempt, and for this reason the former Surgeon General was allowed to disregard a
question she found politically inconvenient
or ethically troubling.

Elusive Elders

tions is raised if, as some, such as theA&erican Life League, allege, Dr. Foster was
motivated by eugenics to perform his sterilizations. I had hoped that Elders would
address these specific philosophical issues,
but because she refused even to recognize
them. the conversation never went so far.

Please see “Trinity,” continued on
page 22.

Free to Choose
Colin Delaney
and legal advocacy. However, in addition to tionally deceptive; it is used to attract vast
M o s t everyone, with the exception of a lobbyingfor taxpayer funding of abortions, numbers of people to the cause by waving
few authoritarian statists, supports allowing Planned Parenthood now owns and oper- the banner of personal and reproductive
adults the freedom to choose. In fact, this ates scores of “clinics” where children are freedom. The architects of the so-called
nation was founded on the ideals of jusmurdered everyday.
“Pro-choice” movement sometimes define
tice and individual liberty. More retheir goals as access to safe, legal,
cently, though, the left has taken up the
The “Pro-choice” movement
and effective abortions- an elaboclassic conservativebanner of freedom
ration that sheds much light on their
supports so much more than
of choice and applied it in the most
true aims.
Simplelegal protection of “rights”
horrendous way possible to what is in
To the anti-life forces, “accessible”
effect state-sponsoredmurder.Thesupmeans government funding for aborthat it can only be described as
porters of ‘America’s pro-abortion
tions on demand. “Safe abortions”
pro-abortion.
movement have succeeded in applying
requires that a great number of doca great many euphemisims and misnotors know how to perform them. In
mers to their cause, the most outrageous of
As studies haveshown that most Ameri- their terms, “making abortion legal” means
which is the idea that allowing women to cans identify more with “Pro-choicers” than having almost no restrictions on the service
abort their children is an expressionof their pro-lifers, the architects of the anti-life for women- or for girls; “effective” is selffreedom to choose.
movement are now being more vocal about explanatory.
their true motives. Kathryn Kolbert, a constitutional law attorney working in the Re- Access to Abortion
Redefining Choice
Any logical person would think that a productive Freedom Project of the ACLU,
Knowing that most Americans are not
group calling itself “Pro-choice” advocates wrote that “the movement for reproductive comfortable with the idea of abortion-onnothing more than allowing women the freedemand, activists groups such as NOW and
Planned Parenthood incessantly use eudom to choose to abort their unborn chilphemisms and sanitized words in
dren. Many organizations such as Planned
Parenthood go to great lengths to say that
they are not pro-abortion, but pro-choice.
the term “Pro-choice” to chamOne of the most popular “pro-choice” slopion their cause now extends
gans is an appeal to “keep your laws off my
into the realm of applying
body.” However, the current incarnation of
“clean” names to subjects
the “Pro-choice” movement supports so
that are anything but that.
much more than simple legal protection of
The groups’ policy of us“rights” that it can only be described as proabortion.
ing more pleasant terms than
abortion to discuss their
Following Rue v. Wade,pro-life forces
movement has become so
took the offensive and pro-abortion groups
pervasive that few maindissolved. The well-known abortion advostream Americans even chalcate, Marlene Gerber Fried, wrote that the
“Pro-choice” movement was founded as a
When speaking of abortion or
defense against the anti-abortion coalitions
abortion-related services, the politithat sprang into action after the landmark
cally correct term is now “reproductive
decision. That new movement,Fried wrote,
‘
health services.” Abortion clinics often re“attempted to sanitize its own demands. [It] stacles acquiring
turned to the more and more innocuous and safe and effective birth control methods fer to themselves as “women’s health proambiguous language of ‘choice’ and ‘per- [and to] obtain publicly funded abortions .... viders” and say they offer a variety of “famChoice means not only having the legal ily planning options.” In reality, the treatsonal freedom.’”
The true motive of groups such as option, but also the economic means and ment apregnant woman receives at an aborPlanned Parenthood and the National Orga- social conditions that make it possible to tion clinic is anything but healthy.
If the woman seeking treatment is benization for Women (NOW) is not to protect effectuate one’s choice [to have an aboring systematically killed by the baby growchoice, but to see to it that babies are aborted. tion].”
Clearly, “choice” is not just choice, but ing inside her and the abortion is being
If their aims were limited to securing a
woman’s “right” to abort her child, then something much bigger. The term “proContinued on next page.
their actions would be restricted to lobbying choice,” in its current application, is inten-
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Legal Abortion
In another move that goes far beyond
the realm of political and legal advocacy,
performed to save her life. then it could be
NOW and affiliated groups such as Voice
legitimately called a “health service.”If, on
for Choice regularly travel to abortion clinthe other hand, the woman seeking an aborics to escort women from their cars into the
tion had been irresponsible or was
operating room. The pro-abortion
seeking to terminate her pregnancy
forces have won passage of laws that
because a baby did not fit in with her
restrict the basic right to protestplans, then the abortion is obviously
when the protesters happen to be outnot a reproductive health service.
side an abortion clinic. The Freedom
Abortions prevent reproduction;
of Access Act allows anti-abortionclaiming that they are a reproductive
must know how to kill the unborn. ists toprotestoutsideclinics,butdoes
service of any kind is a blatant lie.
not allow them to do anything that
might deter mothers from entering
Safe Abortions
of true reproductive medicine because it the building- including vocal demonstraThe proponents of abortion recently suits their cause- securing the provision of tion or leafleting.
won a major victory when, at their urging, abortion.
Pro-abortion groups constantly urge
the group that supervises graduate medical
Obstetricians and gynecologists most Congress to pass the Freedom of Choice
education decided to require teaching hos- often enter that field of medicine because Act, but have failed to win approval because
pitals to train obstetrics and gynecology they intend to devote their life to bringing the terms of the law are so offensive that
residents to perform abortions. Although healthy babies into the world- not to even some pro-choice (but not pro-aborindividual ob/gynresidentscanbeexempted vacuum sucking them out of the womb. The tion) senators have amended it. In its origifrom the requirement on moral grounds, specialty was never intended to involve nal form, the act would prohibit all restrichospitals must provide a venue at which aborting pregnancies. If they were inter- tions on abortion before the 24th week of
their residents will learn how to terminate ested in no more than ensuring that abor- the pregnancy. States and providers would
pregnancies. Similarly, a major new cam- tions are “safe,” then these radical groups be prohibited from asking minors for parenpaign of the pro-abortion forces will be to would not need to find ways to force medi- tal consent, or requiring a 24-hour waiting
compel more medical schoolsto teach abor- cal professionals to learn how to perform period before performing the surgery. Additionally, providers would not be allowed
tion as part of their ob/gyn programs.
abortions.
It is ridiculous to propose that a student to demand informed consent- a counselAccording to the GuttmacherInstitute,
only 12% of all teaching hospital residency or a doctor seeking to practice obstetrics ing session during which prospective patients are informed of the fetus’s
programs in obstetprecise gestational age and narics and gynecology
ture of the actual termination.
require their medical
Obviously, these laws go
students to provide
far beyond protecting the freeabortions. Other nadom of choice, and in some cases
tional pro-abortion
actually work to restrict it. Not
groups report that the
allowing doctors to counsel
same numberwomen about the surgery or re12%- of all Ameriquire a waiting period is a baldcan medical schools
faced intrusion on their rights as
currently offer abordoctors to do business as they see
tion training. The
fit, Even if, for the sake of arguTufts chapter of
ment, one assumed that women
Voice for Choice is
had a right to an abortion, they
expected to soon becertainly do not have a right to
gin campaigning to
demand abortion at any time
have Tufts Medical
Gloria Steinam and the President of NOW spread propaganda. they please.
School teach the mechanics of performand gynecology must know how to kill an Effective Abortions
ing an abortion.
Since abortion was legalized in 1973
In expressing his happiness with the unborn child. The notion that medical
passage of the accreditation committet’s schools that profess to teach ob/gyn’s are by the Supreme Court’s decision inRoe v.
newrequirements,Alexander Sanger, presi- unfit if they do not also teach abortion is Wade a massacre of colossal proportions
dent of Planned Parenthood of New York simply ludicrous. How dare any one of
Pkase see “Choice,’’
City, said that “It ... makes it clear that these radicals tell a doctor or a medical
continued on page 22.
abortion is a standard part of the ob/gyn school what they must study?

Continuedfrom previous page.

practice.” However, obstetrics is defined as
*‘abranch of the medical science that deals
with birth;” gynecology is “the branch of
medicine that deals with the diseases and
hygiene of women.” Sanger and others are
seeking- to include abortion in the practice
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Egregious Egalitarianism
Jessica Schupak

tion. Today, however, under the guise of
“tolerance” and “empbwerment,” the
multilinguist movement seeks to intermtionalize the American lexicon. In so doing,
it undermines the very fiber of American
culture.
Americanization is no longer Englishdependent. Immigrant naturalization cer-

’
The multilinguist movement seeks
to internationalize the American
lexicon.

are not alien to the United
States. Notably, bilingual
education has emerged as
one of t h e foremost
multicultural
tools.
Multiculturalists maintain
that bilingual education is a
positive step to help foreign
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Continuedfrom previous page.

their native languages in their homes and
found comfort in neighborhoods with people
of similar backgrounds, but still contributed
to American society and revered its
longstanding ideals. Having adapted to the
American way of life, the immigrants were
fully able to take advantage of all that their

ethnic and cultural identities; they should,
however, also respect American traditions
and culture. It is a common misconception
that because America is a melting pot, it
does not have its own culand instead
On
Officially recognizing English as the
other countries for culture
of identity.
American language would be Of great
and a
American culture originated
help in accomplishing the arduous task
in England; our language,
of maintaining a harmonious “melting
courts, and political system
pot.”
all have English characterisI
tics. Although America has
been influenced by many other cultures, its new country had to offer. Contemporary
own culture is not a jig-saw puzzle com- foreigners should follow the example of
posed of pieces adjacent to each other but their predecessors; there is no reason why
not connected. Instead, the influence of other they cannot or should not do the same.
cultures has fused with the seed planted by
When components of a mixture are
Englishmen and has grown into a tree of extracted, it ceases to be a mixture; it is
American culture. Success of this diverse instead various ingredients standing on their
nation is dependent on people nurturing the own. Likewise, multiculturalists are attempttree and not trying to destroy its roots.
ing to take the different backgrounds that
compose American culture and separate
Common Ground
them into subcultures. This endeavor to
Not only does multiculturalism mi,s- derail the American identity is not taken
represent the essence of the American cul- seriously enough- especially by liberals
ture, it abuses the privileges and rights that who assert that the mutilculturalist agenda
are granted by America. The
United States offers a host of opportunities to immigrants; often
they journey to America to better
themselves financially or to experience the social freedoms that they
were denied in their native country. In exchange for these rights, a
basic level of respect for American culture is warranted. While
foreigners should not have to yield
their ethnicity at the border, it is
not unreasonable to expect them
to share their culture while at the
same time partaking in American
values, ideas, and experiences.
Multiculturalists simply do not esteem the freedoms allotted to them.
Multilingualism:
In fact, they show great discourIt’s
all Greek to us.
tesy to the American culture by
having an utter disregard for it.
In the early twentieth century, immi- is simply trying to help the United States
grants arrived at Ellis Island and learned celebrate its differences. Like the Tower of
English as quickly as they could, mostly by Babel, multiculturalists have built a PC
teaching themselves. Both eager and proud skyskraper that they hoped would forge a
to assimilate and become Americans, these new national consciousness; their creation,
newcomers showed immense respect for however, only spawns divisiveness andfacAmerican culture. They generally spoke tionalism.

,

I
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National cohesion is contingent upon
the country having common ideals, not separate foci. Sharing the same culture facilitates bringing America together as opposed
to concentrating on the difference in origin
of its inhabitants. Multiculturalists should
consider the example of the immigrants of
the early twentieth century and promote
national identity through acommon culture,
not a separatist design.

Tongue Ties
The most effective way to combat the
multicultural movement and preserve
American culture is to officially institute
English as the national language. Language
is inseparable from culture and ultimately
molds one’s thought process. There is an
intimation between two people when they
speak. People speaking different languages
can communicate via a translator, but, the
impact of the conversation will lose much
meaning through the translation and the
intermediary. English ties American minds
together, regardless of ethnicity, thus
strengthening American culture and national
identity. It will also serve as a parachutemany ethnicities clinging to a common
string. Officially recognizing English as the
American language would be of great help
in accomplishing the arduous task
of maintaining a harmonious
“melting pot.”
It is shameful that Americans have not only allowed the
rape of the American culture, but
have advanced it by promoting
multiculturalism and bilingual
education. Although there has
been an influx of different cultures, the fundamental ideals of
Americanism mustbemaintained.
The damage to the American culture has been great, but it is not
irreversible. Should English be
established as the official national
language, a sense of unity will
return to a nation that is now suffering at the hands of the politics
of separatism. Since the consequences are great when ethnic
and cultural conflict run rampant, we can
only hope that others will join the fight to
restore the American culture.
Miss Schupak is afreshman majoring in
History.

Private Space
Ananda Gupta
T h e United States has always prided itself
on its solid position at the forefront of research and technology. Nowadays, however, the once-proud American space program is mired in stagnation and sluggishness. The deleterious effects of direct operation of the space exploration and astronautics programs by the federal government have long been apparent; unfortunately, little has been done to remedy the
problem. Privatizing space research and development along with the daily operation of
assets in space, now a viable option, would
bring the fast pace of competition to the
greatest area of yet undiscovered knowledge.

cracy. A private corporation would not suffer from any of these impediments. Due to
the “sink or swim”nature of the free market,
a corporation as mismanaged as NASA
would quickly drown in its own waste.
r’

I

Even if NASA had the resources to
pursue multiple technologies and research
paths, it would still suffer from the problems that plague any government agency
working in a competition vacuum. Increasing the size and budget of a
bureaucracy- as some
Due to the “sink or swim” nature of
membersofcongressperennially suggest- does not
the free market, a corporation as
necessarily increase its effimismanagedas NASA would quickly
ciency, and it is highly unlikely that NASA would
drown in its own waste.
prove to be an exception.

I

I

Efficient competitors in the marketplace
would even ensure the failure of wasteful,
unproductiveprivate players. Unfortunately,
as it stands, NASA has no such competitors,
and thus no incentive to correct its probA Necessary Precaution
Up until now, the space program has lems.
had to remain under governmentcontrol for
In comparison with other bureaucrareasons of national security. The vast ma- cies, the Space Administration is more effijority of all vehicles launched into orbit cient, but it is far from being the golden
were directly related to defense or intelli- child of American ingenuity. NASA’s funds
gence. Space-based nuclear weapons and and existing technologies are largely geared
other “Star Wars” technologies were a con- towards the space shuttle; it budgeted apstant and grave concern for the
US government, justifying the
strict government control of the
space program. Moreover, the
geopoliticalprestigederived from
NASA’s race with the Soviet
Union made it a valuable political investment.
That, however, 5s all in the
past; the Cold War is over. If one
is attempting to detonate a nuclear
weapon on US soil in anger,
space-based weapons are ineffective and wasteful compared to
cruise missiles and terrorist tactics. It is therefore reasonable to
propose that the space program
be placed in the hands of private
businesses and corporations who can do a proximately $3.3 billion of its $5.1 billion
far better job competingagainst one another purse to the Shuttle- an obsolete and exthan a bloated, tired governmentagency can pensive program that was initiated in the
late 1960s. Private corporations such as
do extracting checks from Congress.
McDonnell-Douglas have developed more
modern exit systems with far lower launch
Portrait of a Bureaucracy
Progress at NASA is subject to the and maintenance costs, but NASA has neiwhims of an ever-changing Congress, a ther the money nor the desire to contract
fluctuating budget, and a wasteful bureau- these new technologies.

Other Possibilities
A better solution would be to gradually
sell off NASA and its assets to the highest
bidder. The Space Administration’s resources could be auctioned off; its facilities
and scientists’ contracts would be very valuable to any number of private firms. Antiquated holdings and equipment could be
disposed of or sold to lesser developed countries. The government could even retain
control over those facilities and technologies directly related to national security, but
operate in space in much the
same fashidn that the earthbound military does.
The money that would be
saved by selling off NASA
and its operations could in
turn purchase technologies
developed by the private
space industry and be returned
to the taxpayersin the form of
tax cuts. The trimmed down
Space Agency could determine the amount it is willing
to spend to own and operate
an asset (such as Space Station Freedom), and offer an
equivalent sum to the first
private corporation willing to
provide such technology- allowing the
corporation to take on any cost overruns or
reap the benefits of all profits. Further, the
military budget would take on the responsibility of training astronauts for defense

Please see “Private Space,”
continued on next page.
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“Choice,” continued
from page 18.

“Private Space,” continued
from previous page.

piece of high-tech military hardware.
Clearly, the space program would benefit from the rigors and pressures of the free
has been perpetrated by doctors performing applications,while private companies would market. The inherent inefficiency of govabortions. In the 20 years between 1972 and be responsible for providing research ernment combined with the whims of a
1992, fully 28 million fetuses were aborted projects with their own manpower.
Congress more concerned with political
in America. This year alone, nearly 1.8
Certain aspects of space technology headway than scientific progress have
million pregnancies will be terminatedare, however, still relevant to national secu- wreaked constant havoc on our attempts to
roughly 200,000 of which will occur in the rity, and would thus need to remain under reach for the stars. The federal government
second or third trimester.
government control. Intelligence and mili- should leave the space race to private playA great number of Americans who de- tary communications satellites, because of ers, and allow the hidden hand of competiscribe themselves as “Pro-choice” are in their defense applications, should remain tion to make the next “giant leap for manfavor of allowing abortion only when the the responsibility of the federal govern- kind.”
life of the mother or the health of the child ment. In the development stage, though,
is at risk, or the woman was impregnated by these projects could be contracted out and
Mr. Gupta is a freshman majoring in
International Relations and Philosophy.
rape or incest. But it is important to note that then turned over to government control,
the vast majority of abortions donot fall into much like a bomber or missile or any other
those categories- 93% of all fetuses are
aborted because of lifestyle considerations.
house audience, who cheered and applauded
“Trinity,” continuedfrom page 16.
Elders’ comments enthusiastically.
When one considers the number of abortions that have taken place since the proceI therefor moved on, and asked Dr. Three’s a Crowd
dure was legalized and the rate at which
Elders
about Foster’s involvement the
Given her insincerity and unwillingpregnancies are currently being terminated,
comparisons to the Holocaust become ap- Tuskegee Project, under which rural black ness to consider opposing viewpoints, Dr.
parent. Nazis operating death camps exter- sharecroppers in Alabama, thinking they Elders, as an invitedandhighly-paid speaker,
minated 12 million “undesirables” during were being treated for syphilis, were given was an embarrassmentto the Tufts commuthe war- averaging 2 million per year. In placebos. Elders correctly noted that the nity and its academic tradition. Sherry
every year since 1980, American doctors experiment was started in 1932, and Dr. Dong’s poor selection is as great a blemish
removed about 1.7million babies from their Foster had not so much as earned his MD on her record as Lecture Series chairman as
mother’s wombs. “Pro-choice” forces seek- until 1960. She added that the experiment is her illegitimate fundraising effort on being to secure “access to safe, legal and lasted 40 years- until 1972- and that Dr. half of off-campus charities at TCU exeffective abortions” are participating in a Foster only began to serve on its overseeing pense.
On the first of March, Tufts revealedits
mass murder every bit as legal, effective, committee in 1969. Thus, concluded Elders, Foster was not responsible for the true self as a community uninterested in
and extensive as The Final Solution.
three years the project continued under his thought and discussion. The Dean of Stuwatch, because it had commenced 37 years dents Office, which uses niggling regulaStop the Lies
tions to limit the number of conservative
r f one is willing to discount the rights earlier.
By this logic, the second shift guard at speakers on campus, welcomed with open
of the unborn, a moral and legal argument
can be made for securing the right of a Auschwitz would not be culpable for the arms aradical from the left. JoycelynElders
woman to choose to abort the fetus she is carnage that took place while he was on was given $8,100 and a podium from which
carrying. But the “Pro-choice” movement duty because it had begun before he arrived. to speak her mind, but was not required to
was begun and is directed by radical femi- Elders finally dismissed me outright when I accept critical examination. Far from raisnists who are doing everything within their questioned how she, as an opponent of vio- ing the “thought provoking questions” with
power to see that abortions are being per- lence against women, could champion Sena- which Dong credits Elders’ lecture,the event
formed.A popular bumper sticker currently tor Kennedy, whose irresponsibility, self- served as little more than an orgy of egobeing provided by these forces is the famil- ishness, and disrespect for a female com- glorification for self-aggrandizing liberals.
But neither Elders, Dong, nor Knable
iar “Pro-Family, Pro-Child, Pro-choice.” panion caused the death of Mary Jo
As some activists admit, Pro-choice is pro- Kopechne in 1969. Although the Senator cares a smidgen for open dialogue. As long
abortion- a stance that is inherently anti- himself does not deny Chappaquiddick, El- as Elders gets to run her mouth, as long as
child and anti-family. Planned Parenthood ders did, calling me a liar and refusing to Knable can censor the conservatives, and as
long as Dong can ship students’ money to
and the National Organization for Women hear the rest of my question.
By offering such disingenuous the groups of her choice, they’re happy. It is
should own up to their own ideology and
stop lying- their movement is not about psychobabble in defense of Foster, and by just too bad their personal ambitions had to
the freedomto choose; it is about the murder denying politically inconvenient facts about come at the expense of intellectual life on
her allies on Capitol Hill, Elders exposed the Hill.
of the unborn.
her lack of principle. Sherry Dong later told
The Daily that she “admire[d Elders’] hon- Mr. Weinkopf is a senior majoring in Classics
Mr. Delaney is a sophomore majoring in
and Political Science.
Political Science.
esty and integrity,” as seemingly did the in-
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NOTABLE AND QUOTABLE
The Negro is an American. We know nothing of
Africa.
-Martin Luther King, Jr.

The only people who should really sin are the
people who can sin with a grin.
-0gden Nash

Witisasword; itismeanttomakepeoplefeel the
point as well as see it.
-G.K. Chesterton

Our constitution is in actual operation;
everything appears to promise that it will last;
but in this world nothing is certain but death and
taxes.
-Benjamin Franklin

Send your son to Moscow and he will return an
anti-Communist;send him to The Sorbonne and
he will return a Communist.
-Felix Houphouet-Boigny

Guidelinesfor bureaucrats: ( I ) When in charge,
ponder. (2) When in trouble, delegate. (3) When
in doubt, mumble.
-James H. Boren

Space isn’t remote at all. It’s only an hour’s
drive away ifyour carcouldgostraight upwards.
S i r Fred Hoyle

Govern fwo millions of men, impatient of
servitude, on the principles of freedom.
-Edmund Burke

There are plenty of goodfive cent cigars in the
country. The trouble is they cost a quarter.
-Franklin A d a m
When1WAFkidnapped, myparents snapped into
action. They rented out my room.
-Woody Allen
I don’t want any yes-men around me. 1 want
everybody to tell me the truth even ifit costs them
their jobs.
-Samuel Goldwyn

’

Racism has a new face, cloaked in the garb of
ethnicpride and a legitimateself-detemination.
-Archbishop Desmond Tutu
Journalists say a thing that they know isn’t true,
in the hope that vthey keep on saying it long
enough, it will be true.
-Arnold Bennett

The human race is faced with a cruel choice:
work or daytime television.
-Unknown

It doesn’t matter what you do in the bedroom as
long as you don ’tdo it in the street and frighten
the horses.
- M u . Patrick Campbell

Conscience:the inner voice which warns us that
someone may be looking.
-H. L. Mencken

This world may be divided into those who take it
or leave it and those who split the difference.
-Ronald Knox

‘Twixtthe optimist and pessimist the dzrerence
is droll; the optimist sees the doughnut, but the
pessimist sees the hole.
-Mckndburgh Wilson

When 1hear somebody sigh that ‘Lifeis hard, ’ I
am always tempted to ask, ‘Comparedto what?’
-Sydney J. Harris

Seize the day, put little trust in the morrow.
-Horace
Beggars should be abolished. It annoys one to
give to them, and it annoys one not to give to
them.
-Friedrich Nietzsche
As usual the Liberals offer a mixture of sound
and original ideas. Unfortunately none of the
sound ideas is original and none of the original
ideas is sound.
-Harold MacMillan
There is one thing stronger than all the armies in
the world; and that is an idea whose time has
come.
-Anonymous

The secret of the demagogue is to make himselJ
as stupid as his audience so that they believe
they are as clever as he.
-Karl Kraus
It is one thing to show a man that he is in an
error, and another to put him in possession of
truth.
-John Locke
But a trouble weigh’d upon her,
And perplex’d her, night and morn,
With the burden of an honour
Unto which she was not born.
-Tennyson
Procrastination is the art of keeping up with
yesterday.
-Don Marquis

Toofond of the right to pursue the expedient.
-Oliver
Edmund Burke

Goldsmith, in reference to

all pro-athletes are bilingual. Theyspeak English
and profanity.
-Gordie H m e

I couldn’t help it. I can resist everything except
temptation.
-Oscar Wilde
Truth is the object of philosophy, but not always
of philosophers.
-John Churton Collins
The tree of liberty must be refreshedfrom time to
time with the blood of patriots and tyrants. It is
its natural manure.
-Thomas Jefferson
The significance of man is that he is ihsignificant
and is aware of it.
-Carl Lotus Becker
Fire is the test of gold; adversity, of strong men.
Seneca
The greatest offence against virtue is to speak ill
of it.
-William Hazlitt
Let us have faith that right makes might; and in
thatfaith let us to the end, dare to do our duty as
we undersrand it.
-Abraham Lincoln

Have you not heard
When a man marries, dies, or turns Hindu,
His best friends hear no more of him?
-Percy Bysshe Shelley

